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Mikaila
My name is Mikaila and all I wanted was to be a Honey-queen. If I were Honey-queen I would
get the freshest honey and everyone knows that the freshest and best honey would sell for the
most. Everybody wants to be Honey-queen to help their village, even though they know the
consequences can be so unforgivable, like getting really sick and one girl was never seen again.
The girl who was never seen again was named Mia. You’re probably thinking what could ever
be such a brutal obstacle that one girl would never be seen again with human eyes? The answer
Power bees, the most viscous bee you could ever see. Rumors had it that the girls who got
really sick after trying to become Honey-queen and all you had to do was steal some of their
honey. I really really wanted to be Honey-queen so I set out to get some of their honey I was
walking straight up and I had a flashforward to if I was at the hive and what if there was a
bunch of guards. So I took the path to the back of the hive. When I got there I scooped up a
handful of honey and as I turned around I ran into something sharp and everything seemed to
get smaller and it took me a few minutes to realize that I was a Power bee!! I knew that the
only thing that had the power to change one thing into another was a Turn-O-Tron, which was a
blessing that the gods gave to the worthy. I tried to think of who could have done this to me as I
was rounded into the council room by the guards and when I got to the council room there
sitting on a throne was probably there king, the legendary King Buzzer. We heard about him in
our myths class back in the village. That reminds me that I miss my room in the village, so I
should solve the mystery. King Buzzer asked me a lot of questions about how I got there so I
told him that I didn’t know. I found out that he was a really nice king when he let me have a

room in the castle basement. Just as I was about to go to sleep I saw the door open and
somebody walked in and told me her name was Lady Machbuzz but I knew her as Mia, and then
she said that she was the one that turned me into a Power bee! OMG!! The person who turned
me into a Power bee was the missing girl Mia!! Then she said that the only way to get the TurnO-Tron back was to duel her and if she won I would become her servant as a bee, but if I won
she would turn me back into a human and would promise to stop turning people into Power
bees! The next day I went to go meet Lady Machbuzz at the flying course. As we dueled I could
feel the sweat roaring off my wing as I flew as fast as my tired little wings would go. Just as Lady
Machbuzz was about to win King Buzzer’s dance class came flying around the corner all facing
backward. I tried to yell STOP STOP STOP but the king didn’t hear me. He was flying straight
toward Lady Machbuzz! Just as he turned around Lady Machbuzz flew straight into him and he
stabbed her in the ribs close enough to her heart that the shock was enough to kill her. I
retrieved the TURN-O-TRON and turned back into a human. I went back home to the village and
became Honeyqueen and later I started Me the Bees Lemonade. And in case you wanted to
know where I was stung by the Turn-O-Tron when I turned back into human it became a
necklace that if I touch it I can transform into a Power bee anytime. In the end I was a Power
bee hero because it turns out Lady Machbuzz was responsible for many Power bee deaths.
Although every time I visit King Buzzer he is in the hive hospital because of the shock that he
killed someone, even if that someone was a huge killer.

